
Our organisation identified medication room redesign 

as a priority through both Medication Preparation and 

Storage Self-Assessment data and an accreditation 

recommendation that ‘medication preparation areas 

are reviewed to ensure they meet required standards 

of safe storage, maintain a high standard of 

cleanliness, are free of clutter and unnecessary 

distractions are reduced’.  

The development of a standardised guide with 

pharmacists as key stakeholders has assisted with the 

improvement of medication rooms and raised the 

profile of the Pharmacy Department in decision 

making. The rooms provide an environment to 

minimise selection and preparation errors.  
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Following the success of the initial medication room 

redesign using the principles, a register of all areas 

with medication rooms was created. A priority rating 

was applied to each area which facilitated a risk-based 

approach to redesign. To date, nine rooms have been 

redesigned/developed which have been well received 

by nursing staff through verbal feedback.  

Staff were routinely preparing injectable medicines in 

busy nurses’ stations, occasionally stored stock on the 

floor, shelves did not have dividers to separate 

medicines and were collecting dust. This was due to 

suboptimal medication room size and layout in an old 

hospital building (Figures 1, 2 and 3).  
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Figure X:  Bench to prepare 

medicines, with ready access to 

syringes, needles etc  

The Pharmacy Department worked to: 

• Use human factors methodology to redesign an 

initial medication preparation and storage area 

• Apply learnings and incorporate human factors 

principles into a guide for medication area design  

• Provide guidance to staff in medication room design 

and maintenance to optimise safe use and storage 

of medicines 

Our Medication Room Redesign Guide includes the 

following key principles: 

• Store imprest medicines in a systematic sequence, 

clearly labelled and uniformly applied, using a 

standardised colour-coded system (Figures 4, 5 and 

6) 

• Store medications on imprest shelves separated by 

dividers to reduce selection errors (Figures 5 and 6) 

• Ensure a dedicated preparation workspace is 

available and utilised for medication preparation 

(Figure 7)  

A requirement was made that all future medication 

room redesign and new medication room design plans 

were to undergo consultation with the Pharmacy 

Department. 

Figure 3: Cluttered shelves with minimal 

bench space for medicines preparation 

Figure 6: Standardised medication shelves with colour-coding system applied  

Figure 2: Shelves without dividers separating 

medicines, containers collecting dust and 

stock on the floor 

Figure 1: Medication preparation area 

located in a busy nurses’ station which is 

also a thoroughfare 
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Figure 4: (a, b, c, d) Standardised colour-coded system for 

medication shelves  

Figure 5: Oral medicines stored on green-coloured shelves 

separated by dividers to reduce selection errors 
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Figure 7: Dedicated workspace for medication preparation, 

including computer access 
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